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DOCUMENT A/CONF.62/C.2/L.18

Romania: draft articles on delimitation of marine and ocean space between adjacent and opposite neighbouring
States and various aspects involved

[Original: French]
[23 July 1974]

Article I

The delimitation of all the marine or ocean space between
two neighbouring States shall be effected by agreement be-
tween them in accordance with equitable principles, taking into
account all the circumstances affecting the marine or ocean
area concerned and all relevant geographical, geological or
other factors.

Article 2

1. The delimitation of any marine or ocean space shall, in
principle, be effected between the coasts proper of the neigh-
bouring States, using as a basis the relevant points on the
coasts or on the applicable baselines, so that the areas situated
off the sea frontage of each State are attributed thereto.

2. Islands which are situated in the maritime zones to be
delimited shall be taken into consideration in the light of their
size, their population or the absence thereof, their situation and

their geographical configuration, as well as other relevant fac-
tors.

3. Lew-tide elevations, islets and islands that are similar to
islets (of small size, uninhabited and without economic life)
which are situated outside the territorial waters off the coasts
and which constitute eminences on the continental shelf—
whether light-houses or other installations have been built on
them or not—and man-made islands—regardless of their di-
mensions and characteristics—shall not be taken into consider-
ation in the delimitation of marine or ocean space between
neighbouring States.

4. The naturally formed areas of land referred to in para-
graph 3 may have around them or around some of their sectors
maritime safety areas or even territorial waters, provided they
do not affect marine spaces belonging to the coasts of neigh-
bouring States.

5. The provisions of the present article shall not be appli-
cable to islands and to other naturally formed areas of land
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which constitute part of an island State or of an archipelagic which provides the most equitable solution. For example.
State. neighbouring States may use, exclusively or jointly, the geo-

. , graphical parallel or the perpendicular line from the terminal
r lc e point of the land or river frontier, equidistance, or the median

The delimitation of space between two neighbouring States, line of the points closest to the coasts or their baselines. The
whether they be adjacent or opposite, or whether they have terminal point of a river frontier shall be considered as the
both of these two geographical characteristics simultaneously, immediate confluence of the river and the sea, irrespective of
shall be governed by the method or combination of methods whether the river flows into the sea in the form of an estuary.
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